Abstract

The paper describes a proposal for computer-based aids for patients with limited or no English. The paper describes the barriers to health-care experienced due to linguistic problems, then suggests some computer-based remedies incorporating a multi-engine machine translation system based on a corpus of doctor-patient interviews which provides a dialogue model for the system. The doctor's and patient's interfaces are described. Ideas from Augmentative and Alternative Communication and in particular picture-based communication are incorporated. The initial proposal will focus on Urdu- and Somali-speaking patients with respiratory problems.

1 Introduction

This paper describes a proposed framework for the development of computer-based aids for patients with limited or no English. Aimed at users of the Health Services who are disadvantaged by their (lack of) linguistic skills, the system will assist the patient in different ways at different stages of their interactions with health-care providers. In its full conception it will embrace a wide range of NLP technologies.

Focusing on the GP's clinic, it will provide i kind of FAQ help-desk and act as a kind of Receptionist to help determine whether the patient needs to see the GP or some other health-care specialist. If a GP consultation is indicated, the computer can be used for history note-taking. During the consultation itself, it can act as mediator between the doctor and patient. Afterwards, in help-desk mode again, it can help the patient understand the diagnosis, any tests needed, and the proposed treatment regime.

We propose in the first instance to develop systems aimed at Urdu- and Somali-speaking patients, focusing on respiratory problems (e.g. asthma).

2 Patients with Limited English

In many parts of the UK there are recent or long-term immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers and other people whose command of English, while often adequate for day-to-day activities such as shopping and other domestic chores, is not sufficient for more formal situations such as interactions with health services, especially visits to their GP. There is no shortage of literature reporting disparities in health, health-care, and social care provision in these communities and communication difficulties are identified as a major factor [1]. The problem is also well recognised in other countries [2].

People in this situation will only rarely be lucky enough to find a homolingual GP, which is probably the preferred option [3] or (less than ideal) an interpreter or linkworker, who may also
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2. e.g. USA (Uba 1992; Hornberger et al 1996; Jackson 1998), Canada (Fowler 1998), New Zealand (Blakely 1996), Australia (Sinnerbrink et al. 1996; Silove et al. 1999; Nerad et al. 2000), Norway (Karlsen et al. 1998), Sweden (Sundquist et al. 1999), Austria (Pöchhacker 2000), Switzerland (Blöchliger et al. 1997; Graz et al. 2002), Ivory Coast (Zoni 1999)
have varying appropriateness [4]. Even then they will still have to communicate with other persons (receptionist [5], community nurse, pharmacist, specialist). Some may take with them an "interpreter", typically a family member (including an inappropriate child [6]) or someone from their religious community, or else will just "muddle through" (with both clients and providers often using ingenious ways to express themselves) [7]. The outcome is undesirable in either case, for numerous reasons. In recent systematic literature searches of a range of medical and social science journal databases since 1990, on barriers to accessing health-care experienced by refugees in the UK [8], language difficulties were identified as the largest single barrier to care and as such repeatedly identified as a major concern for refugees [9]. In a study in London [10], 53% of GPs felt that language difficulties were a problem. A survey of the Vietnamese community in Greenwich [11] revealed that 17% of respondents had changed their minds about visiting the GP because of lack of access to an interpreter. Effective communication is important in all areas of health care [12], from finding out about services available through to complying with treatment.

There have been only a few suggestions for initiatives to tackle this problem [13], including a cheap national specialist medical telephone interpreting service, with hands-free conferencing to enable concurrent discussions and examination if needed [14], use of the Red Cross multilingual phrasebook [15], and multilingual phrase cards for use by health-care practitioners and receptionists (simple words like days of the week could make a significant difference to people trying to access health care). Further initiatives urgently need to be developed.

There can be no doubting the importance of doctor-patient communication, which has for many years been the focus of medical attention. Everything in medical practice arguably derives from the consultation, during which the doctor must acquire and impart information, and set up a relationship with the patient; the consultation itself can also have a therapeutic role. Valuable consultation time may be saved by having the patient complete a pre-consultation questionnaire which allows information to be expressed which may be given reluctantly in a hurried interview. There is a considerable literature on the structure of the consultation, from various angles including the linguistic, pragmatic, ergonomic, social and of course medical aspects. Effective communication improves outcomes [16] and it is argued [17] that doctors have responsibilities to their patients that can only be met by effective communication

Use of computers in the doctor-patient consultation paradoxically has been recognised as both potentially detrimental and potentially hugely helpful. The early use of computers on the consultation desk was seen as a threat, detracting from interaction with the patient, reducing eye contact and rapport build up. More recently the help of computers to increase communication and rapport has begun to be recognised. Computers can help in accessing records of other 6-minute interactions, reducing the need for repetition. A recent systematic review of UK literature in the 1990s [18], described as rich in description but low on evaluative information, did conclude that Primary Care computing systems can improve practitioner performance, particularly for health promotion interventions. It also reported that this may be at the expense of patient-initiated activities, and that many practitioners are suspicious of the negative impact on relationships with patients. The review showed that there remains a dearth of evidence evaluating effects of use of computers on patient outcomes.

3 A Computer-based Solution

As mentioned above, the proposed system will operate in various "modes". The most intricate of these is during the consultation itself, when it will serve as a kind of interactive phrase-book, designed to run on the typical PC that might be found on a GP's desk.
At the core of the system is a hybrid multi-engine embedded MT system: essentially an EBMT system with a "translation memory" (TM) extracted from corpora of doctor-patient interviews, supplemented with a simple rule-based MT (RBMT) system and a word-by-word lexical look-up facility. It will have a highly flexible interface: a simple set-up like in a chat-room, where each user types at a keyboard with the results shown on a split-screen is not practical when one of the users may not be a regular computer user.

The system in this mode has two users: the doctor and the patient, with significantly different profiles of computing experience. Accordingly, the user-interfaces will be quite different for the two users, while necessarily being integrated. Whereas the doctor can be expected to use the keyboard and mouse, and be comfortable with a sophisticated GUI, the patient's interface presents a number of problems.

Obviously, in the long-term we would want to consider speech input and output for both the doctor's and patient's interfaces. In the short term, and given the current state-of-the-art, text-based interfaces are proposed.

It should also be remembered that some patients will not need to use the system for every part of the interview, their English being sufficient for some interactions. In addition to the "Consultation mode", we will simultaneously develop a "Reception mode" with an interactive FAQ/help system and a "History mode" involving a computer-aided patient interview system.

In the following sections, we give some more details about the design features of the different modes of the proposed system.

3.1 Multi-engine MT system

MT has now proved itself viable under conditions of restricted input and interactive use. Particularly effective is an architecture which tries various strategies in parallel and then tries to reconcile the results. This is the "multi-engine" approach seen in the PANGLOSS and DIPLOMAT systems [19]. The engines that our system will use will be an EBMT/TM system, a rule-based transfer system, and a simple lexical look-up system; it is to be expected that the input from the doctor will usually go through the EBMT system, while the patient's input, being more varied, may more often be translated by RBMT or on a word-by-word basis. In the proposed scenario, it is an example of an "embedded" MT system [20].

EBMT is akin to case-based reasoning (CBR) [21] in that new translations are composed on the basis of past translations, as provided by the "example base" of utterances taken from a corpus of doctor-patient interviews, manually translated into the target language. This method gives a very high quality of translation when the input can be matched against an appropriate example. The match does not have to be exact: as in CBR, a partial match can lead to a successful outcome.

RBMT and word-by-word translation methods tend to result in more stilted translations, closely following the syntax of the source language. In our scenario, this is more likely to be used for translating the patient's replies into English: thus the burden of understanding a less polished translation will normally fall on the doctor, who will gain experience of the system with use, and - on the evidence of early users of less sophisticated MT systems [22] - will quickly get used to its quirky style.

The notion of "restricted input" relates to the widely accepted notion of "sublanguage"-based approaches to MT [23], especially inasmuch as a corpus can help to define the sublanguage [24].

The experience of the DIPLOMAT project is especially relevant to this proposal, since their system was developed specifically with rapid development of new language pairs for use in a dialogue situation between an experienced user and a naive interviewee who may have little experience of computers, and may not even be literate. Versions of DIPLOMAT have been developed for English-Croatian and English-Haitian Creole, for use in the field to allow English-speaking soldiers on peace-keeping missions to interview local residents [25]. An additional feature of DIPLOMAT is the use of speech-recognition and synthesis front and back ends, and the extensive use of on-screen
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20. Van Ess-Dykema et al. (2000)
22. cf. Church and Hovy (1993)
25. See also www.avt-actii.lmowego.com/
interactive correction by both participants. As the language pairs indicate, it has been tested in the former Yugoslavia, and in Haiti. The success of the DIPLOMAT project gives a strong indication of the viability of the current project.

3.2 Corpus of doctor-patient interviews

Transcribed corpus data from doctor-patient interviews is readily available in the British National Corpus, which contains about 100 examples of short (300-900 words) medical consultations in GP surgeries or hospitals, already annotated for POS tags and some other aspects. Several other similar corpora have been collected [26]. Other researchers have collections of tape-recordings [27], and there are even conferences dedicated to the analysis of doctor-patient discourse [28]. Data from consultations where an interpreter was present may also be relevant [29].

This corpus will serve multiple purposes, and accordingly we should distinguish various of its characteristics. For example, transcriptions of interpreter-mediated interviews, and interviews where the patient has a poor command of English, will be useful as an indication of how such interviews tend to proceed. They will not however serve as a direct model for the system, which aims to bypass some of the difficulties that arise in such situations. For most of our purposes, what is important is not so much the verbatim transcripts, but the model of the discourse and the examples of the kinds of things that are said [30]. This being the case, the utterances in the corpus can legitimately be "cleaned up". The corpus will be marked up, especially for dialogue function in a TEI-conformant manner.

Another purpose of the corpus is to provide a source of examples for the EBMT system, and so a parallel target version will have to be provided. It will also serve as a training corpus for the development of the translation lexicon and the RBMT system. To some extent, some of this linguistic information can be extracted semi-

automatically [31]. Finally, it can serve as a dialogue model, simplifying and determining the options offered in the menu-driven mode for both doctor and patient [32].

3.3. The doctor's interface

Doctors greet and observe patients in all doctor-patient encounters, and in the UK the consultation proceeds normally these days in the presence of a computer which is used for recording all personal details, history taking of a problem, diagnosis, and treatment. Thus it is a small step to consider the possibility of using a computer to aid communication as part of the existing situation.

For the doctor's interface, two main possibilities are envisaged: typing at the keyboard, augmented by auto-completion; and a menu-based approach, enriched by dynamic domain knowledge.

The menu-based interface, which is also appropriate for the patient's interface, involves "intelligent" menu-driven selection. Several script- or frame-based interfaces have been reported, for example the UNICORN system [33], which is specifically aimed at multilingual communication, DRAFTER [34] for multilingual document preparation, Floorgrabber [35] and Frametalker [36] for users with communication difficulties. The "intelligence" derives from domain knowledge and a discourse model which permit the interface to be simplified by determining the options offered. This type of interface is most appropriate when the consultation is following a predictable course, and "standard" questions or comments are being made, for example "How long have you had this problem?"

In the keyboard-based typing interface, the doctor simply types the input, or parts of it that the patient does not understand. Typing is aided by auto-completion proposals based on the corpus, an idea already demonstrated in the TRANSTYPE project [37]. Typing is necessitated when what the doctor wants to say is not sufficiently similar to anything that the menu-driven interface is offering.

27. See for example www.mcgill.ca/psychiatry/transcultural/primary.html
28. For example, the Conference on Medical Interaction, 18-20 October 2000, at the University of Southern Denmark, Odense. See www.conversationanalysis.net/Conferences/Medical/program_doc-pat.htm.
for example a much more specific question or comment which relates to things the patient may have said earlier, e.g. "When did your step-mother pass away?"

3.4  The patient's interface

Some patients will be highly experienced in using computers while for others, a keyboard- or mouse-driven interface may not be appropriate. Therefore, a range of interfaces must be made available to the patient. We can include simple interfaces like a drop-down menu, as in the doctor's interface. If the patient's language involves a different character set (as is the case with Urdu), it is not viable to assume the patient might want to use the keyboard: character-handling of non-Roman writing systems is not a problem as such (and is necessary for output), but we cannot assume that the patient can quickly learn to use an Urdu keyboard, or, worse still, to learn a set of mappings from a QWERTY keyboard. The problem may be less acute for Somali-speaking patients, whose language is written using the Latin alphabet on a straightforwardly phonemic basis. All these issues represent an important and innovative aspect of the research proposed here: we need to discover the best way to integrate all the possibilities so as to provide an interface that both doctor and patient are comfortable with, that promotes an equitable exchange (rather than giving one or other user excessive control), and makes best use of their respective skills and experience. There are important socio-cultural issues here which we cannot address fully in this paper.

Of relevance here is the field of Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) and in particular the work on picture-based communication (PBC) interfaces [38]. AAC is usually focused on disabled users, and AAC techniques have apparently not been applied to users whose only "handicap" is lack of a shared language [39]. Langer and Hickey (1999) report on growing There are growing contacts between the AAC and NLP research communities [40]. One group [41] developed a GUI for healthcare workers in rural India, like us facing the problems of inexperienced computer users and a non-Roman writing system. HCI issues are of paramount importance here: robustness and flexibility are essential; alternative modes of input, such as touch screens, may be preferred, since the patient may lack experience of mouse manipulation.

3.5  "Reception mode": FAQ/Help desk

Consultations often include obtaining answers to the same series of questions (such as how long has the problem been continuing). This may lend itself to identification of a series of frequently asked questions in the form of a pre-consultation computer-mediated help-desk and interview [42]. By "help desk", we mean a simple on-line interface containing potted texts in answer to frequently asked questions (FAQs).

These interfaces can be run with a simulated natural-language interface based on key-word matching. This could be installed on a computer terminal in the Health Centre reception area, so that potential patients could get relevant information without even making an appointment with the GP. There has been a considerable amount of relevant work in this area, notably on Tailored Patient Information (TPI) systems [43]. Navigation of the help facility can be system-led or patient-led. In the latter case it would work in much the same way as the help facility in, say, a word-processor offers "Type in your query here". In the former case, the user is lead through the interaction with a structured database depending on the choices made at each point. Different start points might relate to basic symptoms (answering the question "Do I need to see the doctor?") or, after diagnosis, what the course of treatment involves, e.g. general information about the drugs or therapy that have been prescribed, and the likely outcomes and progress of the patient's condition.
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3.6 "History mode": Computer-mediated interviewing

Many services in general are finding it helpful nowadays to gather basic information from the patient prior to meeting with the professional. This is the important element of "history" note taking which can be partly accomplished using computer-mediated interviewing techniques, which can make better use of the time the patient spends in the waiting room. These widely-used techniques have been found to be particularly useful in sensitive applications like taking patient's medical details [44], where decreased time pressure leads to fuller responses, especially when questions are of a sensitive or embarrassing nature. Most systems are based on flexible multiple-choice questionnaires, while the use of free text [45] is more complex, and brings us into the area of conversation systems. An on-line consultation might be appropriate in the case of patients returning with chronic problems.

4 Conclusion

We have presented here a proposal for a highly innovative multi-modal system. While plan-based communication or authoring tools have been proposed previously, the multilingual profile coupled with the dialogue situation for the doctor's and patient's interfaces is quite novel. The application of AAC techniques to use by non-handicapped but linguistically disadvantaged users is likewise a new idea. This presentation has focused on the language technology aspects, but the work has a simultaneous impact for researchers in primary care, implying research on doctor-patient communication, access to health services by, and improving the quality of access and quality of care to hard-to-reach groups [46], reducing perceived time wasting with perceived difficult patients, developing training agendas for health care professionals, and agendas for community development initiatives [47] so that newly arrived communities make better use of the local health services and get a better quality of care not only in the UK but in other countries across Europe, Australasia and North America. It is at the moment a proposal, but we hope in due course to be able to report on its implementation, and on results of trials and evaluations.
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